According to the characteristics of temperature change in the complex space environment 1 , this paper proposes a nonlinear temperature based on Taylor expansion type correction model through the analysis of the spectral properties of several commonly used materials in space. In this model, a small number of sample prior information is used to establish the temperature difference function of the spectrum under different temperature and standard temperature. According to the temperature difference function matrix, the least squares method is used to fit the parameters of the curve, and the spline difference method is applied in the algorithm. The experimental results show that the algorithm has wide applicability in multi bands. The established calibration model can predict the material spectrum at a certain temperature. It has good practical application value.
INTRODUCTION
The complex and changeable space environment is an important characteristic of space target. Besides the characteristics of strong radiation and high vacuum, another important feature is the temperature sudden change 1 : In space, air cannot be used for heat transfer and heat dissipation.When the space targets run, the direct sunlight can reach high temperatures of more than 100 degrees centigrade, and the backlight surface can be as low as -100℃ 2 . These sudden changes in temperature will greatly affect the measurement of space target's imaging spectrometer. Based on this, the temperature factor is an important factor that cannot be ignored in spectral field Qing-Bo LI 1 Shao-Lin SHI 2 Ke-Jiang WU measurement and analysis of space targets 3, 4 . In order to obtain effective spectral information, it is necessary to study the influence mechanism of temperature on the spectrum so as to establish an appropriate temperature correction model. 5 The current research focuses on the analysis of the optical properties of visible or infrared spectrum and lacks the analysis of the influence of continuous spectral characteristics. And the analysis of the influence of the ambient temperature on the spectrum of the space target has not been carried out. 6, 7 Additional scattering correction method 8 , mean variance correction 9 and normalization 10 are often used to analyze the characteristics of visible light. Compared with the above methods, the nonlinear temperature correction has a unique advantage in the correction of the model. The nonlinear temperature correction model of Taylor expansion can set up the correction model for different situation pertinence. Therefore, it has good generality and high precision.
TEMPERATURE CORRECTION MODEL
The specific algorithms for the temperature correction model are as follows: First, the spectral normalization is carried out. In order to eliminate the baseline drift in the spectrum measurement, the obtained spectral matrix is normalized by Min:
T X indicates a spectral vector at T temperature, and i x represents the reflectivity or absorbance at different wavelengths at the temperature. Secondly, the temperature sensitive band is selected according to the ratio threshold. Determine the standard temperature ( 0 T ) spectrum 0 ( )
,take the mean spectrum ( ) x E i of the N temperature spectrum in the modeling sample and calculate the standard difference ( ) x i σ of the same band spectrum at different temperatures. So that the mean value of the spectral variation coefficient CV of each band is obtained, set threshold ε.When the CV value of the spectral variation coefficient is greater than the threshold value, the temperature sensitive band is determined.
In which there is a function of only a temperature variable in the spectrum of different temperatures at the same wavelength:
The Taylor expansion of ( ) i M T ∆ can be obtained:
According to the physical meaning of ( ) i M T ∆ , the approximate treatment can be obtained:
The 0 i θ is the temperature error coefficient. The transition matrix of the temperature difference state at the same wavelength can be set up by the type (5):
It is known from formula (6) that the nonlinear temperature difference function can be obtained only by determining the state transfer coefficient
A A θ at the same wavelength. As shown in Figure 2 , the measurement of the reflectivity of solar panels at different temperatures. The reflectivity curves of different temperatures are fitted through the reflectivity of the same band, and the reflectivity at different temperatures is predicted. Finally, the nonlinear temperature difference model is constructed. The coefficient matrix of the temperature difference model is obtained by solving the nonlinear temperature difference coefficient one by one: 
The spectra of a given temperature can be predicted by the above matrix:
In the same way, the temperature of the measured spectrum can be obtained by the Taylor 
MEASUREMENT EXPERIMENT
As most of the surface materials of space targets are only a few, the experiment selected solar panels, organic white paint, and other materials as experimental samples to measure the spectrum of different temperatures under high and low temperature control devices.
The experiment is divided into two parts: the low temperature experiment and the high temperature experiment. The experimental materials were tested by the EH45A plus temperature controller of Labtech (USA) for the high temperature experiment on the space target materials. The temperature measurement range is 25~100℃, the temperature interval is 10℃. In order to increase the measurement range and measurement accuracy, experiments were conducted using a USB-4000 spectrometer of ocean optics company, with the use of Laser-1 tungsten halogen light source and QR400-7-VIS-BX type fiber on space materials in visible light and near infrared reflectance spectroscopy measurements. The temperature measuring device uses infrared thermometer HT-866 of Hongcheng science and technology, the resolution is 0.1, the response time is less than 1s, the range of temperature measurement is -50-330℃. From Figure 1 -2, it can be seen that the material characteristics of the space target vary with the temperature of the material. Although in different bands (visible and near infrared), with the increasing temperature, the spectral reflectance of organic white paint and other aerospace materials in the near infrared band is decreasing. This phenomenon meets the theory of increasing temperature, increasing molecular energy, increasing the number of energy level transitions, increasing the absorption peak and decreasing the reflection peak. Without considering the actual measurement error, we can see that the influence of temperature on the spectrum is mainly due to the red shift and blue shift of the peak position and the rise and fall of the whole energy. The change of temperature does not affect the whole waveform of the spectrum. Therefore, we can establish a correction model to correct the spectra at different temperatures.
And then we have a low temperature experiment. The experimental materials are used in cryogenic refrigerator for low temperature experiment on space target materials. The temperature measurement range is -50~25℃ and the temperature interval is 10℃.A thermocouple infrared thermometer HT-866 is used to monitor the surface temperature of space materials. In order to maintain the consistency of the experiment, the experiment was made by using the same ocean optical NIR-256 spectrometer same as the high temperature experiment. All the experimental parameters are the same as the high temperature experiment. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3 
VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT OF TEMPERATURE CORRECTION MODEL
A correction model for the temperature spectrum of the different spaceflight materials is established. The spectra of a series of non modeling temperatures are measured and the target spectra of the given temperature are predicted based on the nonlinear temperature difference model constructed. The estimation of the spectral angles of the predicted and measured spectra by spectral angle measure(SAM). The two spectra can be used as vectors 1 2 ( , , , ) ( , , , )
The smaller the angle of the spectral angle measurement, the more similar the two curves are. In this paper, the SAM value is used to evaluate the matching accuracy between the predicted and the measured spectra:
In the experiment, two kinds of materials, white paint and battery panel, were used to model the temperature in the high temperature environment at 25℃, 35℃, 45℃, 55℃, It can be seen that the SAM angle between predicted spectrum and measured spectrum is less than 0.1, which indicates that the similarity between predicted spectrum and measured spectrum is very high, so that the validity of temperature correction model is verified. Figures 5 and 6 show the waveforms of the predicted and measured spectra of white paint at the temperature of 73℃, and the battery board at 101℃. It can be seen that the predicted and measured spectra maintain a high similarity. In the experiment, two kinds of materials, white paint and battery panel, were modeled at 25℃, 15℃, 5℃, -5℃, -15℃, -25℃, -35℃, -45℃ respectively. According to the modeling temperature spectrum, the intermediate temperature is selected randomly to predict the spectrum of the intermediate temperature. It matches the spectral angle with the measured spectra at the corresponding temperature. The experimental results are shown as shown in Figure 7 . The predicitive and measured spectral of white paint at -18℃. Figures 7 and 8 show white paint at the temperature of -18 ℃ and the temperature of the panel at 11 ℃. The predicted spectra and measured spectral waveforms show that the predicted spectra are quite similar to the measured ones.
CONCLUSION
Most of the current model correction methods are unable to correct the temperature of the space target effectively. In order to predict the space target temperature correctly, a nonlinear temperature correction model of space material spectrum based on Taylor expansion is proposed in this paper. The temperature variation can be predicted effectively by using the least square method to fit the parameters of the curve according to the function matrix of the temperature difference. The validity of the model algorithm is verified by experiments, and it shows that the model algorithm has practical prediction function and application value in the condition of temperature change.
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